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Introduction: Multiple Sclerosis (MS) is a degenerative neurological disease that usually occurs between the ages
of 20 and 50 years. Sexuality issues are important factors that affect the quality of life of patients.

Aim: To determine and evaluate the prevalence of female sexual dysfunction (FSD) in Greek women with MS
and correlate it with organic and psychological factors.

Methods: 248 consecutive women with MS, aged over 18 who admitted to our outpatient clinics from February
2016 to March 2017 were included in the study. Demographics (age, marital status, menopause status, number
of children) and disease-related data such as the duration of the disease, Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS)
and medication for MS obtained.

Main Outcome Measure: All participants completed the Greek validated versions of the Depression, Anxiety,
Stress Scale (DASS-21) and the Female Sexual Function Inventory (FSFI) questionnaires. Statistics used to
estimate the prevalence of FSD and its correlation with organic (age, EDSS, duration of the disease, menopause
status) and psychological factors (depression, anxiety, stress).

Results: FSD was diagnosed in 64.5% of our sample. Age was associated with most subscales of the FSFI. There
was no significant correlation in FSFI subscales with the disease duration. Correlation of EDSS and FSFI scores
was found to be statistically significant with a negative correlation in all subscales apart from the Satisfaction
subscale. Regarding the association between DASS domains and FSFI subscales, there were no significant
correlations.

Conclusion: FSD is common among Greek women; it is influenced by age, severity of disease, and it is
independent of the existence of depression, anxiety, and stress. Konstantinidis C, Tzitzika M, Bantis A, et al.
Female sexual dysfunction among Greek women with multiple sclerosis: Correlations with organic and
psychological factors. Sex Med 2019;7:19e25.
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INTRODUCTION

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a degenerative, neurologic disease
affecting 2.5 million people worldwide. Onset is usually between
the ages of 20 and 50 with most cases diagnosed between the
ages of 20 and 30.1,2 More than twice as many young women are
diagnosed with MS than men.2 Typically, the first symptoms of
MS occur between the ages of 20 and 40 years, therefore issues
concerning sexual function are important factors affecting
patients’ quality of life (QoL) and fertility.3 When the patient is
confronted with MS, sexuality is reshaped against a foundation of
previous sexual experiences and expectations.2
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Female sexuality is a multidimensional subject.4 The female
sexual function is a complex process involving physiological,
psychosocial, and interpersonal factors.3 It is estimated that
40e80% of female MS patients suffer from female sexual
dysfunction (FSD).3e7 Young women affected by MS are chal-
lenged with finding a partner, building a relationship, creating
families, and leading routine sexual activities.3 Constructions of
sexuality such as physical sexual responses, perceptions of
appearance and attractiveness to self and others, communication
and relationships, self-image and self-esteem, and the sense of
affirmation and acknowledgment that the woman experienced
from others in her everyday life will influence sexual behavior
and relationships after diagnosis.8

There has been less attention paid to the frequency and
characteristics of sexual complaints among women with MS in
comparison with men.9,10 However, some studies showed that
women with MS experience sexual dysfunction more commonly
and with a higher level than men.10e12 Previous studies found
variable relationships between FSD and age, disease duration,
disability, disease course, and other symptoms of the dis-
ease.11e15 Zivadinov et al13 indicated that sexual dysfunction in
women was significantly correlated with disability, age, the pri-
mary progressive pattern of the disease and symptoms, such as
depression, bladder dysfunction, fatigue, and cognitive problems.
No relationship was found between disease duration, secondary
progressive MS, and bowel dysfunction.

Studies that have been conducted in women with other
neurodegenerative diseases have shown that many factors other
than the disease contribute to FSD. Varanda et al16 indicated
that in women with Parkinson’s disease, sexual dysfunction is
more prevalent and is predicted by older age and severity of
depressive symptoms. Similar results have been found in women
with other degenerative diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis
(RA). Yilmaz et al17 found that RA had negative results in the
sexual function of women with the disease. Presence of depres-
sive symptoms with RA and increased disease severity increase
the degree of sexual dysfunction.

Depression in literature is found to have a very high rate
associated with MS.18e22 Significant correlations with depression
and sexual dysfunction have also been found in other chronic
illness (eg, among diabetes patients), supporting a causative role
of psychological factors for sexual problems.23e25 Apart from
antidepressive treatment, depression itself may cause a progres-
sive decline in interest in sexual behavior leading to low libido,
difficulty in sexual arousal, orgasm problems, and frank sexual
aversion,26 whereas anxiety was found to have the most impor-
tant influence on the reduced frequency of intercourse.27

Menopause (either natural or surgical) is a factor that has been
associated with sexual dysfunction in a number of studies. For
some women, menopause and midlife are a time of major
change, including changes in employment, family structure, and
sexual function.28e30 In MS, menopause has been associated
with all of these life changes and symptoms and possibly wors-
ened MS symptoms as well.31 For this reason, we decided to
collect data from our sample regarding this issue and to find any
association with the other variables.

Although many studies have been conducted about the issue
of sexual dysfunction in patients with MS in different
countries,2e15 there is a lack of data concerning the Greek
population. There is only 1 study made in the Greek population
with MS about sexuality, but it involved only newly diagnosed
women.32 So we decided to investigate the prevalence of sexual
dysfunction among Greek women with MS and to make corre-
lations with other variables such as the severity of the disease,
depression, anxiety, stress, and demographics.

The aim of this study was first to determine and evaluate the
prevalence of FSD in Greek women with MS and second to
correlate it with organic and psychological factors such as the
severity of the disease, the disease duration along with the
presence of depression, anxiety, and stress in women. Our main
dependable variable was sexual dysfunction as it is demonstrated
and evaluated by the FSFI. Independable variables were
depression, anxiety, stress, age, menopause, and the severity of
the disease as it is reflected by the Expanded Disability Status
Scale (EDSS) score. We chose these because past studies have
indicated that FSD mainly depends on these risk factors either in
patients or in healthy women.2e15,32,42 Our investigation hy-
potheses are:

H1: Sexual dysfunction will have high rates among women
with MS

H2: Sexual dysfunction will be higher in women with
depression, anxiety, or stress according to past studies

H3: Sexual dysfunction will be higher in older women

H4: Sexual dysfunction will be higher in women with
menopause

H5: Sexual dysfunction will be more prevalent in women with
more severe MS (higher EDSS score)
MATERIALS AND METHOD

In this study, we contacted 267 consecutive women with MS,
all patients of outpatient urology and neuro-urology clinics of the
affiliating departments that took part in the study, during the
period from February 2016 to March 2017. From the 267
women, 248 answered the questionnaires as asked. The study
was approved by our institution’s Ethical Committee.

Inclusion criteria were definite MS and age over 18. Written
informed consent was obtained from each participant before
answering the questionnaires, giving us the permission to use
their data for statistical purposes and have their questions about
the study answered. Demographic data included age, marital
status, menopause status, and number of children. For statistical
purposes, we divided women’s ages into 3 categories: 18e34,
Sex Med 2019;7:19e25
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Table 1. Demographic data

N % Mean St. Dev.

Age, Total 248 100 45.84 8.448
18e34 28 11,3
35e50 146 58,9
50þ 74 29,8

Menopause
Yes 96 38.7
No 152 61.3

Marital Status
Single 48 19.4
In a Relationship 22 8.9
Married 116 46.8
Divorced 48 19.4
Widow 14 5.6

No. of Children
0 92 37.1
1 70 28.2
2 62 25.0
3 24 9.7

Duration of the disease 12.78 2.1855
0e10 years 126 50.8
11e20 years 84 33.9
21þ years 38 15.3

EDSS Score
0e2.5 96 38.7
3.0e5.0 128 51.6
5.5þ 24 9.7
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35e50, and 50þ. Additionally, disease-related data such as the
duration of the disease, EDSS score, and medication for MS was
obtained. All participants completed the Greek validated version
of the Depression, Anxiety, Stress Scale 21 (DASS-21)33e35

questionnaire along with the Greek validated version of the Fe-
male Sexual Function Inventory (FSFI).38

The DASS-21 questionnaire is the short version of the DASS
index that consisted initially of 42 questions and has 3 subscales:
The Depression scale has subscales assessing dysphoria, hopeless-
ness, devaluation of life, self-deprecation, lack of inter-
est/involvement, anhedonia, and inertia. The Anxiety scale assesses
autonomic stimulation, skeletal muscle effects, situational anxiety,
and subjective experience of anxious affect. The Stress scale’s
subscales highlight levels of non-chronic arousal through difficulty
relaxing, nervous stimulation, and being easily upset/agitated,
irritable/over-reactive, and impatient. The DASS-21 is based on a
dimensional rather than a categorical conception of psychological
disorder. The assumption on which the DASS-21 development
was based (and which was confirmed by the research data) is that
the differences between depression, anxiety, and stress experienced
by normal subjects and clinical populations are essentially differ-
ences of degree. The DASS-21, therefore, has no direct implica-
tions for the allocation of patients to discrete diagnostic categories
postulated in classificatory systems such as the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders and International Classi-
fication of Diseases. The total score ranges from 0e28þ for the
Depression Subscale, 0e20þ for the Anxiety subscale, and
0e34þ for the Stress Subscale.20e22 The score for every subscale is
demonstrated in Appendix 1.

The FSFI is a brief instrument for assessment of female sexual
function that consists of 19 questions and classifies sexual
dysfunction in the domains of (a) desire, (b) arousal, (c) lubri-
cation, (d) orgasm, (e) satisfaction, and (f) pain. Higher scores
indicate better sexual functioning and the total score range is
2e36.36e38 FSD was defined as a total score of 26 or less as
indicated in the Greek Validated version.38 In addition, the score
of each domain was calculated.

Neurologic impairment and disability were measured by the
EDSS.39 The EDSS quantifies disability in 8 Functional Systems
and allows neurologists to assign a Functional System Score in
each of these domains:

� pyramidal e weakness or difficulty moving limbs
� cerebellar e ataxia, loss of coordination, or tremor
� brainstem e problems with speech, swallowing, and
nystagmus

� sensory e numbness or loss of sensations
� bowel and bladder function
� visual function
� cerebral (or mental) functions
� other

EDSS steps 1.0e4.5 refer to people with MS who are fully
ambulatory. EDSS steps 5.0e9.5 are defined by the impairment
Sex Med 2019;7:19e25
to ambulation. The detailed EDSS score is described in
Appendix 2.

Statistical analysis used to calculate the prevalence of FSD and
its correlation with organic (age, EDSS, duration of the disease,
menopause status) and psychological factors (depression, anxiety,
stress). For this purpose, we used the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS) version 18 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA).
Frequencies were calculated for each variable. In the comparisons
between groups, independent t-test, Pearson correlation was also
used to clarify relationships between quantifiable variables. A
P value < .05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS

248 of 267 women completed the questionnaires as asked. 19
women refused to participate in the study. Mean age of our sample
was 45.84 years with a standard deviation of 8.448. Themajority of
women were in the second age category (35e50 years, N ¼ 46,
58.9%) and were not in menopause (N ¼ 156, 52.9%). Most of
them were married (N ¼ 116, 46.8%), had children (N ¼ 156,
62.9%), with a mean duration of the disease 12.78 years (±
2.1855) and for the majority, EDSS score was 3.5e5.0 (N¼ 128,
51.6%). The main characteristics of the study population (de-
mographic data) are demonstrated in Table 1.



Table 2. Depression, Anxiety, Stress Scale (DASS-21) subscale
scores

Depression Anxiety Stress

N % N % N %

Normal 106 42.7 104 41.9 124 50.0
Mild 20 8.1 14 5.6 34 13.7
Moderate 66 26.6 58 23.4 26 10.5
Severe 30 12.1 12 4.8 38 15.3
Extremely severe 26 10.5 60 24.2 26 10.5
Total 248 100 248 100.0 248 100.0

Table 3. Correlations of clinical variables (age, Expanded Disability
Status Scale [EDSS]) with Depression, Anxiety, Stress Scale
(DASS-21) scores

Depression Anxiety Stress

r P r P r p

AGE .131* .039 .223† .000 .230† .000
EDSS .711† .000 e.027 .817 .172* .007
MS Years .068 .286 .020 .757 .021 .745

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
†Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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According to the FSFI score (�26), FSD was diagnosed in
160 (64.5%) of women who participated in this study. For these
patients, the presence of FSD was found not to be associated
with MS drugs. Women with FSD were older (mean age 47.29
± 7.628 vs 43.05 ± 8.783), half of them were in menopause
(N ¼ 72, 45% in menopause with FSD vs N ¼ 88, 55% women
with FSD not in menopause but with no significant correlation
between menopause and FSFI subscales), had longer disease
duration (mean duration of MS 13.66 ± 8.331 vs
11.62 ± 6.047), and had higher EDSS scores than women
without FSD (mean 3.69 ± 1.3537 vs 3.03 ± 1.4986).

According to DASS, 42.7% (N ¼ 106) of women scored
Normal in Depression scale vs 57.3% (N¼142) who scored from
Mild to Extremely Severe, 41.9% (N ¼ 104) scored Normal in
Anxiety Subscale vs 58.1% (N¼ 144) who had mild to extremely
severe anxiety and 50% (N¼ 124) scored normally in Stress Scale
vs the other 50% who had mild to severe stress. All the data
regarding the DASS-21 subscales are demonstrated in Table 2.

We conducted a correlation analysis between clinical variables
and DASS scores to see how depression, anxiety, and stress are
correlated with age, menopause, duration of the disease, and
EDSS (Table 3). Age was associated with all DASS subscales.
EDSS had a significant correlation with Depression and Stress
subscales but not with anxiety, which means that the severity of
MS is associated with higher rates of depression and stress among
women patients. Surprisingly, there was no significant correlation
between depression, anxiety, stress, and MS duration. Con-
cerning menopause, we conducted Pearson Chi-Square analysis
and found that from the 96 women of the sample who were in
menopause, 41.7% of them had normal depression score vs
58.3% who had from mild to extremely severe depression.
Regarding Anxiety and Stress subscales, 45.8% of women in
menopause had a normal score vs 54.2% who scored from mild
to extremely severe.

The correlation analysis between clinical variables and FSFI
subscales scores showed that age had a significant positive cor-
relation with Desire, and negative correlation with Lubrication,
Orgasm, and Pain subscales of the FSFI. Additionally, there was
no significant correlation in any FSFI subscale with duration of
the disease. Correlation of EDSS and FSFI scores were found to
be statistically significant with a positive correlation in Desire
Subscale and negative in Lubrication, Orgasm, and Pain.

Finally, we conducted a correlation analysis between FSFI scores
and DASS scores to investigate the way that sexual problems
correlate with depression, anxiety, and stress in our patients.
Although there was a negative correlation between depression,
anxiety, and stress with all FSFI subscales, there was no significant
correlation between allDASS subscales and FSFI. Table 4 shows all
correlations between clinical variables and FSFI scores.
DISCUSSION

Our study was designed to evaluate FSD in women with MS
in our outpatient clinics. From the results, it appears that FSD is
a common problem among Greek female MS patients. These
results confirm our first hypothesis which was that sexual
dysfunction would be at high rates in women with MS. Our
results are similar to the outcomes of previous stud-
ies2e15,32,40e46 done in MS populations of various nationalities
regarding FSD. Reported changes in sexual function in women
with MS include diminished sexual desire, vaginal lubrication,
and orgasmic capacity.40e46 In a case-control study, Zorzon
showed that sexual function of women with MS is significantly
reduced compared with healthy female controls.43 Neurologic
impairments that could potentially affect sexual function in
women with MS include abnormal genital sensation, pain, pelvic
floor muscle weakness, fatigue, and muscle spasms.43e46

Women with MS may have a negative self-image and less
confidence about their sexuality. This could lead to the devel-
opment of anxiety and depression and the potential for sexual
dysfunction.47 Because there was an indication from the litera-
ture that depression would affect sexual functioning among
women with MS, we queried our sample about depression and
included it as a variable in the analysis. Regarding our second
hypothesis of higher rates of sexual dysfunction in women with
depression, anxiety, or stress, we surprisingly found that there
were no significant correlations between FSD and symptoms of
depression, anxiety, and stress. This finding is in contrast with
previous studies on this topic2e15,18e22,47 and needs to be
explained perhaps in a new study with a larger sample or with
more data about the psychological state of people with MS.
Sex Med 2019;7:19e25



Table 4. Correlations of clinical variables (age, EDSS, MS duration, depression, anxiety, stress) with Female Sexual Function Inventory

Desire Arousal Lubrication Orgasm Satisfaction Pain

r p r p r p r p R p r p

Age .355* 0.01 e.023 0.721 e.187* 0.01 e.191* 0.01 e.0.084 0.05 e.261* 0.01
Edss .225* 0.01 e.067 0.291 e.275* 0.01 e.249* 0.01 0.098 0.124 e0.183* 0.004
Depression .006 0.05 e.035 0.05 e.048 0.05 e.038 0.05 .018 0.05 e.044 0.05
Anxiety .022 0.05 e.026 0.05 e.042 0.05 e.036 0.05 e.007 0.05 e.061 0.05
Stress e.060 0.05 e.086 0.05 e.090 0.05 e.087 0.05 e.028 0.05 e.070 0.05

EDSS ¼ Expanded Disability Status Scale; MS ¼ multiple sclerosis.
*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
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Regarding our third hypothesis, age was found to be associated
with most of the subscales of FSFI. According to FSFI, as the
total score increases, the sexual function improves. In our case,
the age increase correlates with lower FSFI scores (FSD exis-
tence). This is also in agreement with past studies2e15 showing
that in Greek women with MS, age may be a sufficient reason for
the prevalence of FSD.

As for menopause, H4 was that sexual dysfunction will be
higher in women during menopause. From our analysis, it seems
that high rates of sexual dysfunction were found also in women
not in menopause. From these, it seems that menopause may be
a risk factor for sexual dysfunction in women with MS but it is
not the main factor because women of younger ages also seem to
have high rates of sexual dysfunction.

Regarding the impact of severity of MS in sexual function of
the patients, Szasz et al46 and Hulter et al45 found that patients
with higher levels of disability experienced greater problems with
their functioning. This finding was in contrast to the findings of
Valleroy et al,14 Stenager et al,48 Mattson et al,49 McCabe et al,50

and Beier et al,51 that there is no correlation between the level of
disability and sexual dysfunction. Thus, the impact of the level of
disability on sexual dysfunction, therefore, remains unclear. In
our study, as for this issue (H5), we found that disease severity
measured by EDSS had also a negative correlation with most of
the FSFI subscales apart from Desire and Satisfaction (disease
severity was higher in patients with lower FSFI scores), which
means that MS severity may have a positive impact on the
prevalence of FSD.

In agreement with some studies and in contrast with others,
we found no correlation between FSD and duration of
MS.6,33,41,42 This was an unexpected finding that we found
surprising and that needs more investigation. We suppose it has
to do with the form of the disease (relapsing remitting vs pro-
gressive forms of the disease).42 Unfortunately, our patients
usually do not know the form of the disease they have and we did
not have access to their neurologic data.

From the overall discussion of our findings, it seems that our
study enhances the knowledge we have about the prevalence of
FSD in patients with MS in Greece because until now we had no
data on these issues in this particular population. Of course, this
Sex Med 2019;7:19e25
was only a first attempt and needs many things to be done to
have a deep understanding of FSD in MS.

Our study has some limitations such as the lack of a control
group with similar demographic characteristics without MS.
Future research, using a population of women in the same age
range but without MS, and an age-matched group of women
with another chronic disease, would be ideal. Another limitation
is the lack of more detailed neurologic data, such as the MS type
or the time from the last relapse. We tried to face this limitation
through the use of EDSS, which can reflect the clinical impact of
the disease on the patient. Another limitation is that our sample
is not gathered from all over Greece, but is the data from the
outpatient clinics of 2 hospitals. Also, both units are considered
specific for neurologic diseases so the patients that are under
follow-up are referred to us from almost all of Greece.
CONCLUSION

Although there are limitations to our study, we have been able
to specifically show that FSD is common among MS patients, it
is influenced by the age of the patients and the severity of the
disease, and it is independent of the existence of depression,
anxiety, and stress. Sexual dysfunction is well known as a reason
for deteriorating QoL in women. For that, clinicians working
with MS should proactively ask their female patients about their
sexual life, especially when they are depressed, postmenopausal,
or older.
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